2020 ACCENT LIMITED

SOLD TO: SC555
HMA S.C REG. VEH SERVICES
1421 S. BELTLINE RD., STE 400
COPPELL TX 75019

SHIPPED TO: AS574
TEXAS STATE FAIR
2001 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD
DALLAS TX 75210

VIN: 3KPC34A69LE095605
MODEL: 17462F4S
ENGINE: GAFKME304408

PORT OF ENTRY: SH
EXTERIOR COLOR: OLYMPUS SILVER
INTERIOR/SEAT COLOR: BLACK/BLACK
TRANSPORT: TRUCK
ACCESSORY WEIGHT: 7 lbs. / 3 kgs.

EMISSIONS: This vehicle is certified to meet emission requirements in all 50 states.

This vehicle is certified to be driven in all 50 states and is shipped from COPPELL, TX to AS574, Dallas, TX.

**GOVERNMENT 5-STAR SAFETY RATINGS**

Overall Vehicle Score

- Frontal Driver: ★★★★☆
- Frontal Passenger: ★★★★☆
- Side Front Seat: ★★★★☆
- Side Rear Seat: ★★★★☆
- Roof Rollover: ★★★★☆

Based on the combined rating of frontal, side, and rollover. Should ONLY be compared to other vehicles of similar size and weight.

Smarts, Style & Safety

Accent Has It All

**EPA DOT Fuel Economy and Environment**

Fuel Economy

- **Compact Cars range from 14 to 113 MPG.**

For This Vehicle:

- **36 Combined MPG**
- **33 City MPG**
- **41 Highway MPG**

**Smog Rating (tailpipe only)**

- **8**

$$\text{Total Price} : \$19,300.00$$

This vehicle emits 246 grams CO₂ per mile. The best emits 0 grams per mile (tailpipe only). Producing and distributing fuel also create emissions, learn more at fueleconomy.gov.

**Smarts, Style & Safety**

Accent Has It All

- **205/45R17 Tires**
- **2.8 Combined City/Hwy MPG**
- **36 Combined MPG**
- **33 City MPG**
- **41 Highway MPG**

**Parts Content Information**

For Vehicle in this Carline:

- **U.S./Canadian Parts Content: 3%**
- **Major Sources of Foreign Parts Content:**
  - **Mexico: 53%**
  - **Korea: 44%**

Note: Parts content does not include final assembly, distribution, or other non-parts costs.

**Final Assembly Point:** NUEVO LEON, MEXICO

**Country of Origin:** MEXICO

**Engine:** MEXICO

**Transmission:** KOREA/MEXICO

**Inland Freight & Handling:** $930.00

**Total Price:** $20,365.00